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Abstract

It is well known that any semigroup can be reduced to a

-Γ semigroup. The aim of this paper is to study the concept of

( )-0 minimal and maximal quasi-ideals in -Γ semigroups, and

give some characterizations of ( )-0 minimal and maximal quasi-

ideals in -Γ semigroups analogous to the characterizations of

minimal and maximal left ideals in ordered semigroups
considered by Cao and Xu [2].

1. Introduction and Prerequisites

Let S be a semigroup. A subsemigroup Q of S is called a quasi-ideal of

S if .QQSSQ ⊆∩  The definitions of a minimal quasi-ideal and a 0-

minimal quasi-ideal in semigroups in [12] are given differently as follows:

A quasi-ideal Q of a semigroup S without zero is called a minimal quasi-
ideal of S if Q does not properly contain any quasi-ideal of S. For a
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semigroup S with zero, a 0-minimal quasi-ideal of S is a nonzero quasi-

ideal of S which does not properly contain any nonzero quasi-ideal of S.

The notion of a quasi-ideal in semigroups was first introduced by

Steinfeld [10] in 1956 and it has been widely studied. In 1956, Steinfeld

[11] gave some characterizations of 0-minimal quasi-ideals in

semigroups. In 1981, the concept and notion of the −Γ semigroup was

introduced by Sen [8]. In 2000, Cao and Xu [2] characterized the minimal

and maximal left ideals in ordered semigroups, and gave some

characterizations of minimal and maximal left ideals in ordered

semigroups. In 2002, Arslanov and Kehayopulu [1] gave some

characterizations of minimal and maximal ideals in ordered semigroups.

In 2004, Iampan and Siripitukdet [5] characterized the (0-)minimal and

maximal ordered left ideals in --po Γ semigroups, and gave some

characterizations of (0-)minimal and maximal ordered left ideals in

--po Γ semigroups. In 2006, the concept and notion of a quasi --Γ ideal in

-Γ semigroups was introduced by Chinram [3].

The concept of a (0-)minimal and maximal one-sided ideal or ideal is

the really interested and important thing in (ordered) semigroups and

( ) --po Γ semigroups. We can see that the notion of a one-side ideal is a

generalization of the notion of an ideal, and the notion of a quasi-ideal is

a generalization of the notion of a one-side ideal. Hence we also

characterize the (0-)minimal and maximal quasi-ideals in -Γ semigroups,

and give some characterizations of (0-)minimal and maximal quasi-ideals

in -Γ semigroups.

To present the main results we first recall some definitions which are

important here.

Let M and Γ  be any two nonempty sets. M is called a -Γ semigroup [8]

if there exists a mappings ,MMM →×Γ×  written as ( ) ,,, baba γγ

satisfying the following identity ( ) ( )cbacba βα=βα  for all Mcba ∈,,

and ., Γ∈βα  A nonempty subset K of M is called a  -- Γsub semigroup of

M if Kba ∈γ  for all Kba ∈,  and .Γ∈γ  For nonempty subsets B,A  of
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M, let { }.and,: Γ∈γ∈∈γ=Γ BbAabaBA  We also write bABa ΓΓ ,

and baΓ  for { } { }bABa ΓΓ ,  and { } { },ba Γ  respectively.

Examples of -Γ semigroups can be seen in [5, 7] and [9] respectively.

The following example comes from Dixit and Dewan [4].

Example 1.1. Let { } .and,0, TiiT =Γ−=  Then T is a

-Γ semigroup under the multiplication over complex number while T is

not a semigroup under complex number multiplication.

A nonempty subset I of a -Γ semigroup M is called an ideal of M if

IIM ⊆Γ  and .IMI ⊆Γ  A --sub Γ semigroup Q of a -Γ semigroup M is

called a quasi-ideal of M if .QMQQM ⊆ΓΓ ∩  A --sub Γ semigroup B of a

-Γ semigroup M is called a bi-ideal of M if .BBMB ⊆ΓΓ  Then the notion

of a quasi-ideal is a generalization of the notion of an ideal, and the
notion of a bi-ideal is a generalization of the notion of a quasi-ideal. The

intersection of all quasi-ideals of a --sub Γ semigroup K of a -Γ semigroup

M containing a nonempty subset A of K is called the quasi-ideal of K
generated by A. For { },aA =  let ( )aQK  denote the quasi-ideal of K

generated by { }.a  If ,MK =  then we also write ( )aQM  as ( ).aQ  An

element a of a -Γ semigroup M with at least two elements is called a zero

element of M if axaax =γ=γ  for all Mx ∈  and ,Γ∈γ  and denote it by

0. If M is a -Γ semigroup with zero, then every quasi-ideal of M contains a

zero element. A -Γ semigroup M without zero is called -Q simple if it has

no proper quasi-ideals. A -Γ semigroup M with zero is called --Q0 simple

if it has no nonzero proper quasi-ideals and { }.0≠ΓMM  A quasi-ideal Q

of a -Γ semigroup M without zero is called a minimal quasi-ideal of M if

there is no quasi-ideal A of M such that .QA ⊂  Equivalently, if for any

quasi-ideal A of M such that ,QA ⊆  we have .QA =  A nonzero quasi-

ideal Q of a -Γ semigroup M with zero is called a 0-minimal quasi-ideal of

M if there is no nonzero quasi-ideal A of M such that .QA ⊂

Equivalently, if for any nonzero quasi-ideal A of M such that ,QA ⊆  we
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have .QA =  Equivalently, if for any quasi-ideal A of M such that

,QA ⊂  we have { }.0=A  A proper quasi-ideal Q of a -Γ semigroup M is

called a maximal quasi-ideal of M if for any quasi-ideal A of M such that

,AQ ⊂  we have .MA =  Equivalently, if for any proper quasi-ideal A of

M such that ,AQ ⊆  we have .QA =

Our aim in this paper is fourfold.

 1. To introduce the concept of a Q-simple and 0-Q-simple

-Γ semigroup.

 2. To characterize the properties of quasi-ideals in -Γ semigroups.

 3. To characterize the relationship between (0-)minimal quasi-ideals

and (0-)Q-simple -Γ semigroups.

4. To characterize the relationship between maximal quasi-ideals and

(0-)Q-simple -Γ semigroups.

We shall assume throughout this paper that M stands for a

-Γ semigroup. Before the characterizations of quasi-ideals for the main

theorems, we give some auxiliary results which are necessary in what
follows. We begin by recalling the following lemma comes from Chinram
[3].

Lemma 1.2. For any ,Ma ∈

( ) ( ) { }.aMaaMaQ ∪∩ ΓΓ=

The following two lemmas are also necessary for our considerations,
and easy to verify.

Lemma 1.3. For any MaaMMa ΓΓ∈ ∩,  is a quasi-ideal of M.

Lemma 1.4. Let { }Λ∈γγQ  be a collection of quasi-ideals of M.

Then ∩
Λ∈γ

γQ  is a quasi-ideal of M if ∩
Λ∈γ

γ ∅≠ .Q

Lemma 1.5. If M has no zero element, then the following statements
are equivalent:
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 (i) M is Q-simple.

 (ii) MMaaM =ΓΓ ∩  for all .Ma ∈

(iii) ( ) MaQ =  for all .Ma ∈

Proof. Since M is Q-simple, it follows from Lemma 1.3 that

MMaaM =ΓΓ ∩  for all .Ma ∈  Therefore (i) implies (ii). By Lemma

1.2, we have ( ) ( ) { } { } MaMaMaaMaQ ==ΓΓ= ∪∪∩  for all .Ma ∈

Thus (ii) implies (iii). Now, let Q be a quasi-ideal of M, and let .Qa ∈

Then ( ) ,MQaQM ⊆⊆=  so .MQ =  Hence M is Q-simple, we have

that (iii) implies (i).

Lemma 1.6. If M has a zero element, then the following statements
hold:

 (i) If M is 0-Q-simple, then ( ) MaQ =  for all { }.0\Ma ∈

(ii) If ( ) MaQ =  for all { },0\Ma ∈  then either { }0=ΓMM  or M is

0-Q-simple.

Proof. (i) Assume that M is 0-Q-simple. Then, since ( )aQ  is a

nonzero quasi-ideal of M for all { } ( ) MaQMa =∈ ,0\  for all

{ }.0\Ma ∈

(ii) Assume that ( ) MaQ =  for all { }0\Ma ∈  and { }.0≠ΓMM

Now, let Q be a nonzero quasi-ideal of M, and let { }.0\Qa ∈  Then

( ) ,MQaQM ⊆⊆=  so .MQ =  Therefore M is 0-Q-simple.

Lemma 1.7. If Q is a quasi-ideal of M, and K is a --Γsub semigroup of

M, then the following statements hold:

 (i) If K is Q-simple such that ,∅≠QK ∩  then .QK ⊆

(ii) If K is 0-Q-simple such that { } ,0\ ∅≠QK ∩  then .QK ⊆

Proof. (i) Assume that K is Q-simple such that ,∅≠QK ∩  and let

.QKa ∩∈  Then, by Lemma 1.3, KaaK ΓΓ ∩  is a quasi-ideal of K.
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Hence .KKaaK =ΓΓ ∩  Therefore ∩∩ QMKaaKK Γ⊆ΓΓ= ΓQ

,QM ⊆  so .QK ⊆

(ii) Assume that K is 0-Q-simple such that { } ,0\ ∅≠QK ∩  and let

{ } .0\ QKa ∩∈  Then, by Lemmas 1.2 and 1.6 (i), ( ) == aQK K

( ) { } ( ) { } ( ) .QaQaMaaMaKaaK ⊆=ΓΓ⊆ΓΓ ∪∩∪∩  Hence .QK ⊆

Hence the proof is completed.

We now give the main theorem of this paper as bellow.

2. ( )-0 Minimal Quasi-ideals

The aim of this section is to characterize the relationship between

minimal quasi-ideals and Q-simple -Γ semigroups, and 0-minimal quasi-

ideals and 0-Q-simple -Γ semigroups.

Theorem 2.1. If M has no zero element, and Q is a quasi-ideal of M,
then the following statements hold:

 (i) If Q is an ideal of M and a minimal quasi-ideal without zero of M,
then either there exists a quasi-ideal A of Q such that ∅=ΓΓ QAAQ ∩  or

Q is Q-simple.

(ii) If Q is Q-simple, then Q is a minimal quasi-ideal of M.

(iii) If Q is an ideal of M and a minimal quasi-ideal with zero of M,
then either there exists a nonzero quasi-ideal A of Q such that

{ }0=ΓΓ QAAQ ∩  or Q is 0-Q-simple.

Proof. (i) Assume that an ideal Q is a minimal quasi-ideal without

zero of M, and let ∅≠ΓΓ QAAQ ∩  for all quasi-ideals A of Q. Clearly, Q

is a --Γsub semigroup of M. Now, let A be a quasi-ideal of Q. Then

.AQAAQ ⊆ΓΓ≠∅ ∩  Define { }.: QAAQhAhH ΓΓ∈∈= ∩  Then

.QAH ⊆⊆≠∅  To show that H is a quasi-ideal of M, let Hhh ∈21,

and .Γ∈γ  Then 1111111 qaaqh ′β′′=β=  and 2222222 qaaqh ′β′′=β=  for

some QqqqqAaaaa ∈′′∈′′ 22112211 ,,,,,,,  and ,,,, 2211 Γ∈β′ββ′β  so
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.22211122211121 qaqaaqaqhh ′β′′γ′β′′=βγβ=γ  Since A is a quasi- ideal of Q, A

is a bi-ideal of Q. Thus ,AAQA ⊆ΓΓ  so ., 21112221 Aaqaaqa ∈′γ′β′′βγ  Since

,21 AAAHHhh ⊆Γ⊆Γ∈γ  we have .21 Hhh ∈γ  Hence H is a

--Γsub semigroup of M. If ,MHHMx ΓΓ∈ ∩  then mhhmx ′γ′′=γ=  for

some HhhMmm ∈′∈′ ,,,  and ., Γ∈γ′γ  Thus 222111 qaaqh β=β=

and 222111 qaaqh ′β′′=′β′′=′  for some ∈′′∈′′ 22112211 ,,,,,,, qqqqAaaaa

Q  and .,,, 2211 Γ∈β′ββ′β  Hence 111 aqmhmx βγ=γ=  and =′γ′′= mhx

.222 mqa ′γ′′β′′  Since Q is an ideal of M, we have ., 21 Qmqqm ∈′γ′′γ  Thus

.AQAAQx ⊆ΓΓ∈ ∩  Hence ,Hx ∈  so .HMHHM ⊆ΓΓ ∩  Therefore

H is a quasi-ideal of M. Since Q is a minimal quasi-ideal of M, we get

.QH =  Therefore ,QA =  so Q is Q-simple.

 (ii) Assume that Q is Q-simple, and let A be a quasi-ideal of M such

that .QA ⊆  Then ,∅≠QA ∩  it follows from Lemma 1.7 (i) that

.AQ ⊆  Hence ,QA =  so Q is a minimal quasi-ideal of M.

(iii) Similar to the proof of statement (i).

Therefore we complete the proof of the theorem.

Using the same proof of Theorem 2.1 (i) and Lemma 1.7 (ii), we have
Theorem 2.2.

Theorem 2.2. If M has a zero element, and Q is a nonzero quasi-ideal
of M, then the following statements hold:

 (i) If Q is an ideal of M and a 0-minimal quasi-ideal of M, then either
there exists a nonzero quasi-ideal A of Q such that { }0=ΓΓ QAAQ ∩  or Q

is 0-Q-simple.

(ii) If Q is 0-Q-simple, then Q is a 0-minimal quasi-ideal of M.

Theorem 2.3. If M has no zero element but it has a proper quasi-
ideal, then every proper quasi-ideal of M is minimal if and only if the
intersection of any two distinct proper quasi- ideals is empty.

Proof. Assume 1Q  and 2Q  are two distinct proper quasi-ideals of M.

Then 1Q  and 2Q  are minimal. If ,21 ∅≠QQ ∩  then 21 QQ ∩  is a quasi-
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ideal of M by Lemma 1.4. Since 1Q  and 2Q  are minimal, ,21 QQ =  It is a

contradiction. Hence .21 ∅=QQ ∩

The converse is obvious.

Using the same proof of Theorem 2.3, we have Theorem 2.4.

   Theorem 2.4. If M has a zero element and a nonzero proper quasi-

ideal, then every nonzero proper quasi-ideal of M is 0-minimal if and only
if the intersection of any two distinct nonzero proper quasi-ideals is { }.0

3. Maximal Quasi-ideals

The aim of this section is to characterize the relationship between
maximal quasi-ideals and the set u  in -Γ semigroups.

Theorem 3.1. Let Q be a quasi-ideal of M. If either { }aQM =\  for

some Ma ∈  or MbbMQM ΓΓ⊆ ∩\  for all ,\ QMb ∈  then Q is a

maximal quasi-ideal of M.

Proof. Let A be a quasi-ideal of M such that .AQ ⊂  Then we

consider the following two cases:

Case 1: { }aQM =\  for some .Ma ∈

Then { }.aQM ∪=  Since { }.\\, aQMQAAQ =⊆≠∅⊂  Hence

{ },\ aQA =  so { } .MaQA == ∪

Case 2: MbbMQM ΓΓ⊆ ∩\  for all .\ QMb ∈

If ,\\ QMQAb ⊆∈  then ΓΓ⊆ΓΓ⊆ AAMMbbMQM ∩∩\

.AM ⊆  Hence ,\ AAQQMQM =⊆= ∪∪  so MA =

Therefore Q is a maximal quasi-ideal of M.

Theorem 3.2. If Q is a maximal quasi-ideal of M, and ( )aQQ ∪  is a

quasi-ideal of M for all ,\ QMa ∈  then either

(i) { }aQM =\  and QMaaM ⊆ΓΓ ∩  for some QMa \∈  or
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(ii) ( )aQQM ⊆\  for all .\ QMa ∈

Proof. Assume that Q is a maximal quasi-ideal of M, and ( )aQQ ∪  is

a quasi-ideal of M for all .\ QMa ∈  Then we have the following two

cases:

Case 1: QMaaM ⊆ΓΓ ∩  for some .\ QMa ∈

Since { } ( ) { } ( ),aQQaMaaMQaQ ∪∪∩∪∪ =ΓΓ=  we have

{ }aQ ∪  is a quasi-ideal of M. Since ,\ QMa ∈  we have { }.aQQ ∪⊂

Thus { } MaQ =∪  because Q is a maximal quasi-ideal of M, so

{ }.\ aQM ⊆  Hence { }.\ aQM =  In this case, the condition (i) is

satisfied.

Case 2: QMaaM ⊆/ΓΓ ∩  for all .\ QMa ∈

If ,\ QMa ∈  then ( ) ( )aQQMaaMQQ ∪∩∪ ⊆ΓΓ⊂  by Lemma

1.2. Since ( )aQQ ∪  is a quasi-ideal of M, and Q is a maximal quasi-ideal

of M, we get ( ) .MaQQ =∪  Therefore ( )aQQM ⊆\  for all

.\ QMa ∈  In this case, the condition (ii) is satisfied.

Hence the proof is completed.

For a -Γ semigroup M, let u  denote the union of all nonzero proper

quasi-ideals of M if M has a zero element, and let u  denote the union of

all proper quasi-ideals of M if M has no zero element. Then it is easy to

verify Lemma 3.3.

Lemma 3.3. uM =  if and only if ( ) MaQ ≠  for all .Ma ∈

As a consequence of Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, we obtain Theorem
3.4.

Theorem 3.4. If M has no zero element, then one of the following four
conditions is satisfied:

(i) u  is not a quasi-ideal of M.

(ii) ( ) MaQ ≠  for all .Ma ∈

(iii) There exists Ma ∈  such that ( ) MaaMaMaQ ΓΓ∈/= ∩,  and
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{ },\ aM u =  M is not Q-simple, and u  is the unique maximal quasi-

ideal of M.

(iv) ( )aQM u ⊆\  for all MMa u,\∈  is not Q-simple,

{ ( ) },\ MxQMxM u =∈=  and u  is the unique maximal quasi-ideal

of M.

Proof. Assume that u  is a quasi-ideal of M. Then .∅≠u  Thus we

consider the following two cases:

Case 1: .Mu =

By Lemma 3.3, we have ( ) MaQ ≠  for all .Ma ∈  In this case, the

condition (ii) is satisfied.

Case 2: .Mu ≠

Then M is not Q-simple. To show that u  is the unique maximal

quasi-ideal of M, let A is a quasi-ideal of M such that .Au ⊂  If ,MA ≠

then A is a proper quasi-ideal of M. Thus ,uA ⊆  so it is a contradiction.

Hence u  is a maximal quasi-ideal of M. Next, assume that Q is a

maximal quasi-ideal of M. Then MQ u ⊂⊆  because Q is a proper

quasi-ideal of M. Since Q is a maximal quasi-ideal of M, we have .uQ =

Hence u  is the unique maximal quasi-ideal of M. Since ,Mu ≠  it

follows from Lemma 3.3 that ( ) MxQ =  for some .Mx ∈  Clearly,

( ) MxQ =  for all .\ uMx ∈  Thus { ( ) },\ MxQMxM u =∈=  so

( ) MxQu =∪  is a quasi-ideal of M for all .\ uMx ∈  By Theorem 3.2,

we have the following two cases:

(i) { }aM u =\  and uMaaM ⊆ΓΓ ∩  for some uMa \∈  or

(ii) ( )aQM u ⊆\  for all .\ uMa ∈

Assume { }aM u =\  and uMaaM ⊆ΓΓ ∩  for some .\ uMa ∈  If

,MaaMa ΓΓ∈ ∩  then .ua ∈  It is a contradiction. Hence

.MaaMa ΓΓ∈/ ∩  In this case, the condition (iii) is satisfied. Now,

assume ( )aQM u ⊆\  for all .\ uMa ∈  In this case, the condition (iv)

is satisfied.
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Hence the theorem is now completed.

Using the same proof of Theorem 3.4, we have Theorem 3.5.

Theorem 3.5. If M has a zero element and { },0≠ΓMM  then one of

the following five conditions is satisfied:

(i)u  is not a quasi-ideal of M.

(ii) ( ) MaQ ≠  for all .Ma ∈

(iii) { } { ( ) },\,0 MxQMxM uu =∈==  and u  is the unique

maximal quasi-ideal of M.

 (iv) There exists Ma ∈  such that ( ) MaaMaMaQ ΓΓ∈/= ∩,  and

{ } MaM u ,\ =  is not 0-Q-simple, and u  is the unique maximal quasi-

ideal of M.

(v) ( )aQM u ⊆\  for all MMa u,\∈  is not 0-Q-simple, =uM \

{ ( ) },MxQMx =∈  and u  is the unique maximal quasi-ideal of M.
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